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*I have heard it said, but cannot tell you where, a woman can talk 10,000 words an hour to a man’s 1,000 words in a day.*

For I would breach confidentiality and not be very fair, so read and solve this riddle, I really do not care. There is a Band of Brothers Bound by different Bonds - I know one of which is in the prefix of their given name on your mark - get set - go!

We once had a Gary, now replaced by a Terry. Can you name the branch of service the oldest in the group was in, whose name is Larry? Or name the vet married to someone named Mary? We have a Harry (Hairy) one in our group and his four-legged pal and the clown we call Jerry who always makes us smile. And finally, the mystery brother whose middle name is Kerry, and really, he’s not all that scary.

So if you have solved this riddle you have been attentive indeed, and with that wisdom you can still buy a $3 cup of coffee, or a cup of tea and afterwards, just like clockwork, you will seek out the nearest head to relieve all that excess pee.